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ABSTRACT 

 
The Swedish construction market is characterised in a too low endurable housing production 
at a too high cost level. Forces are raised to increase the production and lowering the 
production costs without repeating the experienced mistakes from the Million programs of the 
1970s. Thus, the construction market in Sweden faces a challenge in building more 
apartments at a lower price in buildings that are flexible in design and fit into surroundings. 
The wood manufacturing industry has found that there is a possibility to meet the demands of 
the market. In the report More Wood in Construction – Foundation for a National Strategy 
(DS 2004:1 transl.)* there has been found that there is a potential in wood construction of 
multi storey buildings. The research in wood construction has mainly been done in the field of 
technology. In the report there is an interest in new business concepts; one of these concepts is 
strategic networks. A strategic network can bee seen as a tool for excellence, where different 
competence in the network create the knowledge needed to be an interesting partner in the 
constructing area. But the production in the    
  
This paper examines the questions of what demands a strategic network state on sub 
contractors in an industrialised wood construction process and how the integration should be 
managed. The questions deals with the view on cooperation in the surrounding of the strategic 
network; this cooperation is needed in areas where the network itself does not have the 
knowledge needed. A case study in an ongoing creation process of a strategic network will be 
presented. The project has been studied through interviews with leading representatives at 
different actors involved in the strategic network creation process. 
 
The empirical results show that there is not a neglectable degree of cooperation needed 
between the network and the sub contractor system. The cooperation involves development in 
the construction system and a close connection to the different businesses in the strategic 
network. One tentative suggestion is that the strategic network view is that the sub contractor 
has to be able to add value to the construction system and take part in developing it; I simply 
regard the sub contractor being a semimember rather than a contractor. This view creates a 
new situation and a new way of acting both for the sub contractor and the business in the 
construction area.  
 
*Mer trä i byggandet – Underlag för en nationell strategi (DS 2004:1) 

  



1. Introduction 
 
It is a fact that Sweden, since 1993, has under produced housings in comparison to the 
estimated requirement. Recent years has however, meant an initial increase in production. We 
can see a mayor increase in production during 2006. The largest increase is in the area for 
apartment buildings (SCB, 2007). The total required production in Sweden is estimated to 
approximately 40 000 apartments and small houses yearly. The following figure visualises the 
production between 1997 and 2006. 
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Figure 1: Production, production cost and estimated requirement 1997-2006. (SCB, 2007) 
 
In figure 1 the production trend is increasing and the yearly level of 40 000 apartments and 
small houses was reached in 2006. There is an interesting phenomena that the start-up 
production of apartments tripled in the fourth quarter of 2006, which made the estimated 
production exceed 40 000. One explanation to the phenomenon is that an institutional 
allowance was abolished in the turn of the year 2006/07. The level would most likely have 
been around the same as in 2005. There has been, and are a growing criticism from market 
forces towards cost level and competition in the Swedish construction market. The cost level 
for housing production has been increasing during the latest years, but is stagnating at a high 
level. The market demand of today is renting apartments for a larger mass of individuals, in 
big city areas, at a low production cost level with high flexibility. The market demand implies 
a comprehensive structural change in the building processes.  
 
The wood industry has been restricted from building houses higher than two storeys by 
institutional factors up until 1994. After the change of the law 1994 there has been some 
development in the area for wood construction in multi-storey buildings. One relatively new 
development in the area is a new wood building system created by a number of actors in a 
strategic network. The development in the network focuses on a building system that can 
cover the idea of a building through all steps in the construction chain.  
 
Strategic networks or strategic alliances (Jarillo, 1988), are cooperation between businesses 
that are deliberately created, often to catch an opportunity but also in some cases to eliminate 
threats. The definitions of strategic networks or strategic alliances are in the literature many, 
for instance; the strategic network can be described as the total pattern of relations in a group 
of actors who works together towards a common goal, where the network is planned and 
limited, and the actors are known to each other (Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980). In this case 
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strategic networks or strategic alliances will be defined according to Klint och Sjöberg (2003), 
who define the strategic network as; deliberately created, organized cooperation, between two 
or more businesses with the aim to achieve a common goal.  
 
The characteristics of the theory surrounding the development of strategic networks are that it 
takes point of departure in the idea of cooperation, or in the notification to catch an 
opportunity or to eliminate threats. In Sweden there are often institutional actors supporting 
the development both economically and politically. When the potential actors in the network 
agree about the idea the structure for the network can be created. The most common question 
around strategic networks is if they are vertically or horizontally organized (Boekholt & 
Arnold, 1999). Vertically organized strategic networks are characterised in that they 
maximize the productivities of dependent functions in a chain (Klint & Sjöberg, 2003). The 
networks are designed by the creation of cooperation between independent businesses in a 
chain of actors. One common example is the supply-chain networks. The horizontally 
arranged strategic networks endure, unlike vertical networks, of companies from a similar 
sector in the production chain. The main idea is to gather and cooperate to enhance the 
competitiveness.  
 
The construction market in Sweden faces a challenge in building more apartments at a lower 
price in buildings that are flexible in design and fit into surroundings. The wood 
manufacturing industry has found that there is a possibility to meet the demands of the 
market. In the report More Wood in Construction – Foundation for a National Strategy (DS 
2004:1 transl.)* there has been found that there is a potential in wood construction of multi- 
storey buildings. One institutional investment in Sweden has meant the creation of a vertically 
integrated strategic network focusing on industrialised wood construction. A strategic network 
can be seen as a tool for excellence, where different competence in the network creates the 
knowledge needed to be an interesting partner.  
 
The key idea, in the strategic network process studied, is to develop a system supplier that 
covers all steps of the construction of a building. The organisations participating in the 
strategic network holds the key links in the production chain but is dependent on sub 
contractor in some areas. More specifically these areas are mainly installations, montage, lifts 
and staircases.  

2. Problem and Purpose 
 
The main research in the area of wood construction has been conducted in the area of 
technology. The wood industry apparently faces the challenge to create a building system, 
which is able to meet the market demand of today. One way of meeting the demands, as 
mentioned above, is to create strategic networks that have the knowledge and ambitions to 
take a construction project from idea to finished building.  This paper examines the main 
questions of the view on sub contractors and how integration towards the strategic network 
should be managed. With this background the following research questions have been stated: 
 

• What requirements on the sub contractor are, from the contractor’s (strategic network) 
view, most important to satisfy the requirements stated in the strategic network 
building system? 

 
• How should the relation between the contractor (strategic network) and the sub 

contractor be managed?  
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3. Theoretical framework 

3.1 The traditional building process 
 
The following description of the traditional building process is inspired by Uno Nordstrand 
(1993). A traditional building process begins with an idea of a building and the decision to 
build and ends up with administration. 
 

 

Program Offer Projecting Planning Production Presentation 

Decision Administration

Product 
determination 

Production 
phase 

Figure 2: The traditional building process, (Cigen, 2003:5) 

The program, offer and projecting stages are called product determination. The stages involve 
specifying the buildings appearance from the proprietor’s requirements. In the program stage 
the proprietor negotiates the requirements with the entrepreneurs. The contractors start their 
work with calculation. The calculation work includes several different occupations, and aims 
at calculating the direct end indirect costs in the project. The offer is compiled, analysed and 
distributed to the proprietor (Cigen, 2003). In cases where the offer is accepted the proprietor 
and the constructor sign a contract. The process includes a quantity of purchases between 
contractors and other actors in the process.  In the projecting phase the building is presented 
on drawings and in description according to the requirements of the proprietor. The work with 
drawings and descriptions requires specialists that split up the projecting work in to different 
areas. The architect and the building constructor are normally the most important actors, 
closely followed by electric-, water and sanitary- and ventilation constructors. The number of 
actors depends on which grade of installations the building requires. The projecting phase 
concludes in a building document. 
 
In the production phase the building should be realized according to the project plans. The 
phase implies to a great extent the management of resources and personal. The production 
phase ends with a number of inspections to secure the function of the building, before it is 
presented to the proprietor for administration. Administration means planning and 
implementation of maintenance, operation and service to maintain the function, technical and 
aesthetic standards and economic value of the building.    
 
For the proprietor there are principally two main alternatives in the work with a building 
project organisation, and when sub contractors are to be hired. The first alternative is when 
the own organisation, with help from consultants, manage the project to finished building 
documents. When the building documents are finished the proprietor find agreement with one 
or several contractors to build the building. The proprietor can at this alternative choose one 
contractor to construct the building (general contract) or choose several contractors to manage 
different parts of the building (shared contract). There is also a mix of the two alternatives 
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called (coordinated contract). The second alternative is when the proprietor in an early stage 
engages someone to be responsible for both the projecting and the construction. This someone 
could be a contractor that undertakes the total project (total contract) or it could be a building 
company that contracts the consultants and contractors needed.  

3.2 Actors in a traditional building process 
 
A traditional building process involves a large number of actors; the relations are mostly 
managed with contracts. Apart from the actors with commercial interests in the building 
project, there are institutions, authorities, interest organisations and society affecting the 
building. This paper focuses mainly on the projectors and the entrepreneurs and their relations 
because they are the most common to work as sub contractors, but there will also be a short 
description of the proprietor because of the importance of the buyer.  The following figure 
visualises the actors in the process:  
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Figure 3: The actors in a traditional building process (Cigen, 2003:10) 
 
The future proprietor is an individual, a business, an organisation or an authority. The 
proprietor is the one who sets the framework for the building content, organisation and in 
most cases financing and land as well (Nordstrand, 2000). When projectors are mentioned it 
often means architects, building constructors and installation consultants. In Sweden it is 
common that, there are construction engineers, interior designers and landscape architects 
working, in the architect company. The architect mainly works with traditional architectural 
work but also with inquiries. The building constructors work is mainly to dimension frame 
systems, roofs and walls.  

3.3 Communication in a traditional building process  
 
Building projects are often complex and include multiple actors, as described in figure 3. The 
communication is therefore extensive and complex. The main reason for communication in 
the traditional building process is coordination of efforts and implementing time planning. 
The communication focuses on concrete questions of problem solving character and with a 
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short-time focus. Other significant reasons for communication are to transfer information and 
documentation, often to inform other actors about changes, mistakes and delays (Cigen, 
2003).  
 
The information flow in the traditional building process is fragmented due to the fact that the 
building process is fragmented. The building process is characterised by lose coupled actors 
in different stages of the process. The communication process suffers because information 
does not flow easily between the different actors. The following figure illustrates the 
information repetition over a part of a building process.  
 

Time
Projecting Planning Offer 

Degree of 
information 

 
Figure 4: Information intensity during part of the traditional building process (free 
interpretation from Cigen, 2003:92) 
 
Figure 4 illustrates a clear picture of the recurrence in information between the different steps 
in the process and the development potential in the process. The actors in the different stages 
of the process have small connection to each other and the information is not naturally 
transferred to the next stage. This means restarts for each and every step in the process.  

3.4 Cooperation in a traditional building process 
 
Cooperation is a phenomenon that exists in almost all types of industries. In this case the 
cooperation forms for the construction area will be presented. Fredriksson (2003) has outlined 
some cooperation forms witch are common in the traditional building process. 
 
Concept Explanation 
  
Partnership sourcing/ 
Partnering 

Strongly integrated strategic supplier cooperation where the 
supplier has the product responsibility and the customer only 
specifies the framework and target price. 

Outsourcing A business places some of its traditional production at a supplier.  
Supplier associations The customer gathers a number of suppliers to create common 

development. 
Joint venture  The customer and the supplier create a common business. 

  
Table 1: Some common cooperation forms in the construction industry, (Fredriksson, 
2003:11) 
 
The author presents a number of key factors for cooperation success. The first one is trust, the 
second one is common goals, the third one is clear roles and the fourth one is good 
communications. The author also states that there is low degree of cooperation between the 
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construction business and the sub suppliers and suggests some kind of an organisational 
change in both areas to create higher degree of cooperation.  
 
The obstacle for cooperation, according to the author, is culture, tradition, lack of knowledge, 
lack of trust, fragmentation, laws and contracts, and the market structure. The success factors 
outlined are that there is a will to cooperate, and that the roles are clearly defined in contracts. 
The trust is a fundamental factor for cooperation and is the product of, for example, individual 
meetings and personal chemistry. The knowledge is also a factor outlined both about 
materials, methods and about each other. The follow up or the measurements of common 
goals are important for the creation of continuous will and trust. Long-term commitment and 
patience in reaching the common goals are also important factors for the cooperation success.  

4. Method and Empirical data 

4.1 Method 
 
The following study will be carried out as a case analysis with a qualitative approach in 
purpose to enhance the knowledge of how the view on sub contractors evolves in a strategic 
network process. Case analyses are appropriate when the research problem requirements 
understanding of complex phenomena that are not controllable by the researcher (Yin, 2003). 
A number of interviews with involved actors will be implemented. Each interview will 
produce data but the combined results of all the interviews are what generate the significant 
contribution.  
 
Further, the data collection will be carried out in a case of an ongoing creation process of a 
strategic network focusing on industrial wood construction. The network process is mainly 
located in the north of Sweden and contains four businesses that focus on wood production 
and refined wood products, connected to construction, and another business that is an 
architect. The network creation process was initiated in 2002 and a common join-stock 
company was established in 2006, with the purpose to build multi-storey buildings in wood 
according to an own industrialised wood building system.  
 
The network creation process has by the interview occasion reached the level of the common 
business. The interviews have been implemented during the autumn of 2006 and have been 
completed in the spring of 2007. The analysis is focusing on actors and requirements and 
integration of sub contractors in the building system. Each interview has been documented in 
a case study protocol. Second hand data has been collected through discussions with other 
actors having an understanding in building production. 
 
Accordingly, the study is not a far-reaching study over time, so it could at its best give a 
momentarily picture of the reality that applies at the time for the interviews, and a 
reconstruction of the development until that point. The study probably gives an oversimplified 
picture of the development of the view and the underlying reasons for them. The interviewees 
have been chosen for their specific knowledge and position to provide relevant information 
about the development of how sub contractors should act and how this should be implemented 
in the existing network process.  
 
The survey is mainly focused on installations. The main limitation to installations depends on 
that installations in construction are a central problem in most cases, and the work with 
installations is often conducted by sub contractors.  
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4.2 Interview with a representative for producer A  
 
The respondent is the CEO of a wood construction business and the representative for one of 
the largest firms in the strategic network process. 
 
The first question asked was; what requirements do you see as most important on sub 
contractors to satisfy the requirements specifically for the strategic network process and 
building system. The answer to the question was that the sub contractor has to have a 
competence level high enough to provide to the system.  
 
 CEO A:  “A sub contractor organisation must be able to provide more than just 

putting in a pipe.” 
 
By providing to the system the representative concludes that the sub contractor organisation 
has two mayor tasks; the first task is to develop the installations and the second is to keep the 
project running smoothly.  
 
 CEO A: “It is important that the individuals in the sub contractor organisation can 

embrace and produce new solutions, and if changes are made it must be 
natural to document them in drawings.”  

 
The main objective for the sub contractor is to manage their assignment, to design and draw 
the solutions, and if they are an installation contractor they should also manage the 
installations.  The previous statement by the representative does not imply that the same 
individual should do both tasks.   
 
 CEO A:  “The contractor must be of some size to manage both the design and the 

installation.”  
 
The main view on the sub contractor is that it must be able to take part in the building system. 
The sub contractor must also respect the special flow and the related factors in the 
industrialised process.  
 
 CEO A:  “It is important that right information is in right place at right time, to 

right price.” 
 
There is another requirement, part from understanding and respecting the specifics of the 
building system, and that is adding and developing the building system. 
 
The second main question asked was; how should integration of the sub contractor be 
managed? The representative can see a range of different models for integration but the main 
would bee to establish contracts.  
 
 CEO A: “More important than the choice of model is that the integration can be 
  managed in a spirit of cooperation, i.e. commonly work with the  
  implementations of the project, for example.” 
 
There are some factors important for the integration process. One is the use of compatible IT 
systems when the sub contractor shall supply basic material essential to the building system. 
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There are two ways for the sub contractor to act integrated. The first is to take something that 
locks like a total contract and design and manage the installation. The second one is where the 
sub contractor design for the factory and the personnel assemble the installation.  

4.3 Interview with a representative for producer B  
 
The representative is the CEO of a wood construction business and is the representative for 
one of the larger firms in the strategic network process. The company represented is mainly in 
wood construction. 
 
The first question asked was; what requirements do you se as most important on sub 
contractors to satisfy the requirements specific for the strategic network process and building 
system.  
 
The answer to the question was that the sub contractor has to have an industrialised 
understanding and competence in the specific area. 
 
 CEO B: “The industrialised understanding and competence should create the base 
   for an industrialised production.” 
 
  CEO B: “The sub contractor must work for new ideas. The  
  sub contractor can not just throw in traditional solutions.” 
 
The representative further addressed the fact that the development work, done by the sub 
contractor, should be done in cooperation with the sub contractor’s suppliers. For example if 
the installation projector develops a new solution there should be natural to contact the 
supplier of installation supplies, and that the development of the new solution is developed in 
cooperation between the supplier and the supplier’s supplier.  
 
  CEO B:  “It must be natural that development and the changes in the development 

process are reflected in plans, and that these changes are produced in 
consultation.”      

 
  CEO B:  “There is also a point in that the entrepreneur is involved in the 

development process and gives insights.” 
 
The representative further states that there is an important factor, or maybe a requirement, in 
that the sub contractor is stabile and serious. By that, the representative means that the sub 
contractor has a stabile financial base and that the business can manage to be innovative. This 
statement is the base for the fact that a requirement on the sub contractor is to have right 
information in right place at right time is of mayor importance to the representative. 
 
The second question, how integration should be managed, caused the representative to 
discussion about the present situation, mostly focused on montage. 
 
 CEO B: “There is today no one who can manage the whole, it is important that we 

can manage and educate a team for the specific system. The team must be 
able to let go off the traditional construction models and can manage 
cooperation over the traditional boundaries.” 
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The representative further exemplifies the statement by meaning that the electrician must be 
educated to be able to insert a larger pipe; if needed, the electrician should not only be an 
electrician but also an assembler.  
 
 CEO B: “The integration must be managed based on trust and the insight that 

there is a long term cooperation wanted.” 
 
The representative sees that yearly contract or long term cooperation contracts could be 
models for integration. Further the representative states that the integration must build on an 
exchange between the business groups to find suitable cooperation forms. Finally the 
representative states that the number of middleman’s between the actors should be minimized. 
 
 CEO B:  “A component should go directly from the factory to the building site 

without middlemen.”   

4.4 Interview with a representative for producer C  
 
The representative is the CEO of a wood construction business and is the representative for 
one of the smaller firms in the strategic network process. The company represented mainly 
focuses in roof constructions. 
 
The representative opens the discussion by stating that the company represented is mainly in 
roof construction and therefore has small problems with installations. Therefore the 
representative mainly wants to focus on montage sub contracting. 
 
A comprehensive and decisive requirement on the potential sub contractor is that they can 
manage to be educated on the specific building system, the representative states as the first 
answer. 
 
 CEO C:  “The sub contractor must have the size to manage time and above all to 

be available in the right time.” 
 
Apart from the time factor competence is an important factor, the representative states. 
Competence is important because lack of competence will prolong the projecting and 
entrepreneurial phase, according to the representative. Prolonging these phases means, apart 
from irritation, a higher production cost.  
 
 CEO C: “The overall requirement on the sub contractor would be to manage 

cooperation and consultation between the actors involved in the process.” 
 
The representative further explains that, according to experience, the sub contractor managing 
the montage should be locally educated actors that can manage construction management, 
also financial, and be able to manage some mobility in the geographic area. 
 
On the integration subject the representative states that; 
 
 CEO C:  “The most important and decisive factor for integration is that the 

cooperation works satisfying.” 
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The cooperation should build on the work towards a common goal and education, where long 
term cooperation contracts are the base for the work, the representative states. The 
representative’s experience is that sub contractor cooperation is connected to money, and this 
pattern has to be broken so that the industrialised process can develop in a satisfying way.    

 4.5 Interview with a representative for the architect 
 
The representative is the CEO of the architect actor involved in the strategic network process. 
 
The discussion concerns the question of what requirements that is decisive for the 
development of the strategic network in relation to sub contractors, and the representative 
begins whit stating that; 
 
 CEO D:  “Initially, you could say that the normal requirements apply, to deliver 

what you have promised, with quality and to a good price.  
 
The representative further states that there should be an advantage in putting in resources to 
create relations with strategic partners over time. The actor should be able to develop and 
improve the system between each project.  
 
 CEO D: ”There must be a decrease in cost for each round, the repetition and the 

understanding of the system should be the base for the development.” 
 
Thus, the requirement is that the sub contractor can manage the connection between 
projecting and a finished product. In this there lies an aspect of long-term undertaking and an 
education dimension. Furthermore, there is a cooperation aspect, the representative states.  
 
 CEO D:  “If we, for example, break out the water and ventilation I suggest a whole 

integration with prioritised contractors, under the condition that they have 
to develop the system.” 

 
The representative further explains that the pressure on the sub contractor should come from 
the feeling of competition in that they have to develop the system, and if they can’t manage 
that they will be exchanged. The procedure can be compared to Ikea’s thinking connected to 
development, or at least price reduction thinking connected to production streamlining and 
repetition.  
 
 CEO D:  “The conditions should lie in development and price reduction.”  
 
The technical requirements on the sub contractor are that they have an organisation that can 
manage a geographical spread, furthermost on a national basis, and that they have compatible 
IT systems, the representative states. 
 
The integration question is shortly answered by the representative, a main statement is; 
 
 CEO D:  “Integration is foremost about whip and carrot.” 
 
The statement is explained by the representative as that the buyer must require development 
the whole time but offer returns to the deliverer when it succeeds. In this case the returns 
probably connect to economic compensation.        
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4.6 Interview with an external representative 
 
This interview came to be carried out in purpose of the representative’s involvement in the 
strategic network process, and his wide range of knowledge in the area. The representative is 
the CEO of an own business focusing on project development. The representative is the 
project manager in the strategic network process.  
 
The introducing question about requirements on the sub contractor generates the following 
statements; 
 
 CEO E:  “An actor that is to be connected to the building system should have the 

capacity to understand that there is the industrial process that makes the 
system profitable.” 

 
 CEO E:  “It is essential to understand that solutions requiring manual work at the 

construction site, will just don’t do.” 
 
 CEO E:  “If lacking this fundamental understanding, the whole point of the system 

will be lost.”   
 
The representative continues with explaining that a fundamental aspect in the industrialised 
construction process is accuracy and tolerances, no adjustments should be necessary at the 
building site.  
 
 CEO E:  “The value of repetition has a huge impact on the system, which in this 

case means that the potential sub contractor must, not only understand, 
but also be able to develop the system.” 

 
 CEO E: “The development shall be implemented so solutions are worked through 

and updated in, and in between projects. It is of importance that the 
knowledge created returns into the process and is the base for 
development.” 

 
The prior stated requirements on the sub contractor mean that the potential sub contractor 
must have the tools and the competence to be able to realize the requirements, both at 
projecting level and at montage level. The representative continues to explain that the 
cooperation has to be characterised in long-term relations, and that the sub contractor should 
be connected or acting closely to the component producers.  
 
 CEO E:  “The size of the sub contractor can be of importance but I believe that 

there is the individual competence that is decisive.” 
 
The competence at the sub contractor is important, but how the information is wrapt and 
distributed is of secondary interest, the representative state. The sub contractor still must have 
tools required to be able to mediate efficient, the sub contractor must have a sufficient 
technology level. 
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The prior statement of the representative mainly focuses on the projectors and the question 
arose about montage and the view in that particular area.  
 
 CEO E:  “Concerning montage, I imagine that it will be difficulties in having a 

whole group of assemblers travelling around doing the montage; however 
I imagine  the importance of a montage leader who can travel around and 
keep the montage team together.” 

 
 CEO E: “This montage leader must have an overview of the entire building 

system and the production systems specific administration, logistics and 
production.”       

  
The representative further states that the assembly teams must have a certain degree of 
competence. Furthermore, the team must have the ability to let go of the traditional way of 
thinking in the mounting process. 
 
The integration question is mainly about tying own personal to actors outside the business, 
this means requirements for openness, the representative state.  
 
 CEO E:  “One important question for the business is to fins out what they can 

manage by themselves and where sub contractors are needed.” 
 
The representative further states that one decisive factor is that the relations have a long-term 
alignment. The conditions for long-term alignment lie in the negotiation between the parts 
when the sub contractor shall work with the system, and at the same time act on the market. 
The dependence should be strong but not to strong.  
 
 CEO E:   “For the building system there are strong incentives to assure competence 

and secrecy, while it for the sub contractor is important to sell its 
competence to the one willing to pay for it.” 

5. Analyse 
 
The main purpose of this paper is to contribute to a better understanding of view and 
requirements on sub contractors in an industrialised wood building system, implemented by a 
strategic network. Therefore, the introducing part of the analysis is addressed on the view on 
requirements on the sub contractor. The second part is addressed on the second research 
question of how integration should be managed. The third and concluding part of the analysis 
is addressed on the overall question of if and how the view on cooperation and relations 
between the strategic network and the sub contractors are affected by the development in the 
strategic network.  
 
The view on requirements 
 
To consider the first aspect on what requirements are stated on the sub contractor the 
empirical evidence seem to be that a sub contractor, supplying the specific industrialised 
building system, has the requirement from the system owner to develop the system, and 
contribute to it. The requirements on the sub contractor are mainly connected to competence 
and innovativeness. The competence factor is important when the sub contractor must be able 
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to contribute to the entire system. It is therefore an advantage if the sub contractor has 
competences in several areas.   
 
In competence the understanding, respect and adaptation to the industrial process are the 
main factors, but competence also contains the level of compatibility and ability or 
willingness to cooperate. Compatibility, in this case, means to have a technology level that 
able the actor to spread and receive information efficiently. In more specific terms the 
competence required is to be able to draw and install both for external entrepreneurs and in 
factories; the work should be done in cooperation in the entire chain of actors participating in 
the building process. This is important because the sub contractor has a requirement to 
understand and develop their part of the entire chain, based on the understanding of the entire 
system. The sub supplier must manage interactions forward and backward in the chain to be 
able to contribute to the continuous competence development. This development requires that 
the traditional building thinking is abandoned, and the thinking is more concentrated on 
industrialised production. 
 
To be able to add to the system and develop it there is a need for long-term commitments. 
Commitments of this type affect the everyday work so the sub contractor must find a way to 
manage these contradictions. Long-term commitments also build on trust, and in these cases 
there are important that the sub contractor is managing the secrecy. Taken all in all the main 
overall requirement on the sub contractor is competence, innovativeness, understanding and 
driving force. The geographical emplacement is of lesser importance but geographical 
nearness contributes to the ability to cooperate.  
 
The sub contractor managing the montage must be educated on the system. The size of the 
business is of importance when it is desirable that the montage is managed by one single sub 
contractor. The sub contractor has the demand to develop the montage, and therefore has to 
understand and respect the importance of repetition and timesaving in the montage process. 
The sub contractor also has to return information to the system owner in purpose to develop 
the building system. 
 
The respondents in the interviews are not really agreeing on where the key competence, about 
montage, should be situated. The main stream is that the key competences should be owned by 
the building system and not by a sub contractor. The main reason for this is that the montage 
is decisive for the industrial process in the building system and a sub contractor may leave the 
cooperation, and take the know how with him.  
 
The view on integration    
 
To address the second research question of how integration should be managed the empirical 
evidence seems to be that long-term commitment should be the base for development and 
innovativeness. Business contracts in the form of long-term cooperation or yearly contracts 
seem to be the principle alternative for integration. It is of importance that the sub contractor 
has a feeling of participation in the system and in the process, for a long-term commitment.  
 
The feeling of participation grants that relations can be created and maintained between the 
personnel in the building system and the personnel at the sub contractor. The relations 
between the staffs are built, not only on relations, but also on compatibility in systems, for 
example IT- systems. The integration depends on trust and the development of new 
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cooperation forms, where the whip and the carrot is “the model”. The whip and the carrot 
mean that the buyers require continuous development but offers returns to the sub contractor.  
 
The appearance of new cooperation with industrialised wood construction 
 
The traditional building process presented in the theoretical framework of this paper presents 
a rather fragmented process with mayor gaps in the information flow; phenomenon actors in 
the strategic network are used to. In the traditional building process the sub contractors, 
mainly projectors and entrepreneurs, come in and do their work, and then disappear from the 
assignment. The main information is gathered in some kind of a document specific for the 
task; the overall information is then abandoned and, in the best cases, gathered at the sub 
contractor. 
 
There is a need for sub contractors in the industrialised wood building system and the key 
need is in the areas for installations and montage. The strategic network idea of industrialising 
the entire building process with a building system that grasps the entire building chain 
requires; long-term commitments with continuous information flows, and understanding, 
respect and adaptation to the industrial process from the sub contractor. The situation for the 
sub contractor changes from being an isolated actor doing small parts of the entire chain (a 
contractor) to being more of a semimember in the system. For the strategic networks building 
system the change is more related to openness and trust for the sub contractors competence 
and secrecy. 
 
Conclusions 
 
This study focuses on the view on sub contractors, and how the integration should be 
managed towards a wood building system managed by a strategic network. The view is 
compared to the traditional building process after the conclusion that sub contractors are 
needed in the specific wood building system. The difference in organisation, in the strategic 
network, indicates a different view on sub contractor cooperation.  The main conclusion is 
that the sub contractor must be more integrated in the entire process than in the traditional 
building process. This cooperation or integration builds on long-term commitment and 
understanding, respect and adaptation to the industrial process rather than the specific 
technical task. The sub contractor’s main task is to develop and add to the system. These 
conclusions confirm that there are a number of basic differences between the traditional wood 
building process cooperation view, and the cooperation view in the strategic network wood 
building system. The basic difference in view seems to be a result of the different way of 
acting in the strategic network.   
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